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The Birth of the Maitreya

2004

in writing about the times of the buddha bani basu composes a new jataka the traditional

format in which the tales of the different births of the buddha were written down in this jataka

as a novel she grapples with history and the revolutionary ideas of the buddha who suggested

new ways of living new political formations of a major change in belief indeed in thinking

about god or the absence of one delving into history and biography sanskrit and pali her novel

is intriguingly contemporary though set in the sixth century bc

Chapatis for Breakfast

2019-03-25

50 year old rama is a chapati seller living in patparganj with his 46 year old wife rachel 18

year old son rohit and 16 year old daughter renuga before leaving for work every morning he

patiently prepares chapatis and chickpea curry for his family s breakfast despite rama s

honest work ethic steadfast devotion to the family and kind heart rohit is thoroughly

embarrassed that his father is only a chapati seller and repeatedly disrespects him this deeply

saddens rama but he takes it in his stride one day rama encounters an enigmatic stranger

from out of town who goes by the name of paul reaper and claims to be in need of temporary

lodging after a brief conversation rama invites the stranger to stay with him and his family in

their modest brick house none are aware that the stranger is actually the incarnation of death

who has shown up at their doorstep to escort rama into the afterlife and in the process reveal

what is worth treasuring

Rohit Parikh on Logic, Language and Society

2017-03-01
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this book discusses major milestones in rohit jivanlal parikh s scholarly work highlighting the

transition in parikh s interest from formal languages to natural languages and how he

approached wittgenstein s philosophy of language it traces the academic trajectory of a

brilliant scholar whose work opened up various new avenues in research this volume is part of

springer s book series outstanding contributions to logic and honours rohit parikh and his

works in many ways parikh is a leader in the realm of ideas offering concepts and definitions

that enrich the field and lead to new research directions parikh has contributed to a variety of

areas in logic computer science and game theory in mathematical logic his contributions have

been in recursive function theory proof theory and non standard analysis in computer science

in the areas of modal temporal and dynamic logics of programs and semantics of programs as

well as logics of knowledge in artificial intelligence in the area of belief revision and in game

theory in the formal analysis of social procedures with a strong undercurrent of philosophy

running through all his work this is not a collection of articles limited to one theme or even

directly connected to specific works by parikh but instead all papers are inspired and

influenced by parikh in some way adding structures to and enriching parikh land the book

presents a brochure like overview of parikh land before providing an introductory video on the

sights and sounds that you experience when reading the book

Summary of Non-Obvious by Rohit Bhargava

2015-10-22

marketing expert and georgetown university professor rohit bhargava takes you through his list

of non obvious trends by asking the questions most polls and trend predictors avoid or miss in

non obvious we go deep into modern popular culture to study how the power of non linear

thinking can predict the future non obvious delves into questions like why fewer brands are

focusing on traditional marketing techniques how companies are exploiting our short attention

spans and how conventional thinking about data analysis may be misguided do you want

more free book summaries like this download our app for free at quickread com app and get

access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is
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meant as a preview and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary

please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author

intended it to be if you are the original author of any book on quickread and want us to

remove it please contact us at hello quickread com

Listen to Heart

2023-03-18

the story of 5 young people who meet each other in the path of life all has planted dreams but

not all dreams can come true rohit is young single bright student and meet rashmi in his class

rashmi the only child of her parents her father is very strict and want rashmi to follow his

dream path this regular meeting for study chatting regularly at the library made them fall in

love when they hit a rough patch in their life rahul rohits close friend guides them through it

but just when they are about to take their relationship to the next level a sudden misfortune

strikes shruti loves rahul and always support in his dream priya a young talented girl with lots

of dreams but works in the pub as a singer to earn daily bread for her family all have one

thing common in them they always listen to their hearts

Rohit Sharma

2020-10-19

kuyili the first suicide bomber of india is the story of betrayal patriotism loyalty and sacrifice it

is the story of a low caste community girl and her journey to become a warrior and how she

sacrifices herself for her beloved motherland

Spoken English Basic Guide

2020-09-10

this book is help you to start learning spoken english if you want to learn spoken english and
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you dont know how to start this is for you

Collected Plays (OIP)

2021-08-01

the tale of a mythic king s aggression against his offspring and his desperation to escape the

curse of old age laid upon him in the prime of life the anxieties that torment a middle class

family as their daughter awaits the arrival of the suitable boy from abroad whom she has

never met the morphing of the city of bangalore whose founding myth celebrates its human

ambience into india s silicon valley where strangers are thrown together get entangled and

are violently pulled apart this volume contains the very first play as well as two later ones by

girish karnad one of india s pre eminent playwrights the three volume set of karnad s

collected plays brings together english versions of his important works each volume contains

an extensive introduction by theatre scholar aparna bhargava dharwadker professor of english

and interdisciplinary theatre studies university of wisconsin madison the introductions trace the

literary and theatrical evolution of karnad s work over six decades and position it in the larger

context of modern indian drama in addition they comment on karnad s place as author and

translator in a multilingual performance culture and the relation of his playwriting to his work in

the popular media each of these volumes serves as a collector s item making karnad s works

accessible to theatre lovers worldwide

Praत्यय

2014-11-04

praत यय reminds us that the first step toward reaching your goals is to believe that life is

worth living without this belief life would be futile it is the belief that makes the difference at all

praत यय is a sum up of several short stories poems and essays put into words magically by

our remarkable co authors the collection has been anthologized with much effort and

dedication by the compiler lavanya singh enjoy reading
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Three Days to Life

2016-01-25

love is most beautiful thing in the world but when you lose it it causes the most deadly pain

and hangover you dont want to be alone as memories haunts you but when you are with your

friends you feel alone and miss your partner everything around you reminds of moments you

and your partner spent together abhay is going through the same phase his love adhilisha is

getting married to someone else in a month from now abhay knows adhilisha too is not happy

from this marriage but she doesnt want to go against her parents abhay is not sure of what he

will do at adhilishas marriage he knows that he could not control his feelings which are

corroding him from inside he doesnt want to create a scene at marriage as he knows that she

too suffering and he doesnt want to add to her sufferings to avoid his presence at her

wedding he plans a business tour to north india during the tour he gets stuck in shimla

because of landslide during these three days in shimla his life changes and he recovers from

breakup what all happens during these three days is life after breakup

Outsider

2020-06-30

mr vikram saluja is a leading industrialist who struggles to make his health insurance company

a profitable one he tries everything but nothing works he discusses his problems with his guru

swami divyanand during one of his visits and asks for his guidance swami divyanand assigns

the job to one of his disciples satykam satykam is forced to join a commercial organization

which is an industry he knows nothing about this is the story of satykam who uses his

outsider approach to not only identify the problem but also create a team that energizes the

company to achieve its objectives but while doing so his personal life and his approach

towards life changes he gets attracted towards worldly pleasures he meets a girl who revives

love in him his relations with her complicates not only his life but also many more lives will he
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be able to achieve his professional objectives and create a balance with his personal life or

will he fail and go back to his guru

A DESTINY - A story of love and betrayal

2008

heiress to her father s estate nita s affair with his hired hand amar deep causes a scandal

bringing shame to the family married to a serial philanderer in a bid to protect the family honor

nita s nightmare begins when her husband s past comes to haunt him then amar comes back

and nita is now caught in a dilemma should she choose to walk out of the marriage she will

open a pandora s box

Proverbs

2015-05-07

this book aims at familiarizing the young minds with proverbs that have been used by the

people world over for the past several centuries the selection of proverbs has been based on

their importance and relevance to everyday life and their adaptability to present day living the

proverbs have been explained through stories to facilitate easy understanding using simple

language proverbs can be interpreted both literally and metaphorically too they are particularly

useful in teaching young children and help to inculcate proper manners and good habits in

them very early in life

English Conversation Practice

2010-11-09

this book with illustrative practical real life situations one can easily identify with guides the

learner step by step through the intricacies of english grammar and usage to widen his her

vocabulary and powers of expression it is an invaluable and indispensable companion for all
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who wish to acquire proficiency in the art of english conversation k s sunita annie pothen and

dr sumita roy teach english at the osmania university college for women hyderabad they have

been closely associated with the english language teaching cell eltc of the college they

participate actively in national seminars and are the authors of many publications on a variety

of subjects

Arranged Marriages

2014-10-21

this is a story of two young hearts who fall in love with each other but how they met where

they met and ultimately what happened is the story of arranged marriages

Saraswati's Way

1999

if the gods wanted akash to have an education he is told they would give him one but akash

has spent his entire twelve years poor and hungry so he decides to take control of his own life

and try for a scholarship to the city school where he can pursue his beloved math but will

challenging destiny prove to be more than he has bargained for in this raw and powerful novel

fate and self determination come together in unexpected ways offering an unsentimental look

at the realities of india saraswati s way is a 2011 bank street best children s book of the year

And the Reason is You

2024-04-16

onam is the harvest festival of kerala that falls during the month of chingam august september

it is a ten day long festival that displays the best of kerala s culture and tradition onam is

mainly celebrated in the honour of king mahabali who was once a mighty ruler of kerala

kerala witnessed a golden era during king mahabali s rule it is believed that king mahabli
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comes back to his kingdom from the nether world during onam the grandeur of onam festival

is really magnificent the entire state of kerala illuminates like a bright star the colour fervour

and festivities are captivating

The Boy Who Said No

2014-11-04

the boy who said no is first and foremost a story of people and their travails the world in

which they live the colors and the sightsocoa story of mystical and mythical india the reader

will encounter the baked hardness of the dry summer the lovely soft greenness of the

monsoon the menacing river in a raging storm that brings out the hero and the humor in a

village and the cruelly severe customs involved in owning and losing land at the start babu

announces his intention to organize the workers in the face of violence and of the old

menocos especially the old chowdhary s perorations g k rao in his inspired book manages to

neither demonize the landowners nor idealize the workers and their cause the boy who said

no is a short chapter in several lives a once upon a time tale of a community for an author bio

and photo reviews and a reading sample visit bosonbooks com

Oswaal One For All Olympiad Previous Years' Solved Papers

Class 8 (Set of 6 Books) Maths, English, Science, Reasoning,

Cyber & General Knowledge (For 2024-25 Exam)

2020-05-27

description of the product crisp revision with concept wise revision notes mind maps 100

exam readiness with previous years questions from all leading olympiads like imo nso iso

hindustan olympiad valuable exam insights with 3 levels of questions level1 2 achievers

concept clarity with 500 concepts 50 concepts videos extensive practice with level 1 level 2

practice papers
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People Skills

2020-09-01

people skills also known as interpersonal skills are the key to success in work and life it

seems like common sense but so many people have difficulty grasping and mastering the

most effective ways to interact with others especially in an increasingly digital world in this

book readers get how to advice on the foundations of effective communication including

listening empathy clarity conversation skills and diplomacy examples of interactions in various

work and life situations including those that went well and those that didn t with advice to

improving outcomes tips on understanding and maximizing nonverbal communication such as

facial expressions voice tone posture and gestures how to courageously and assertively

handle conflict and have difficult conversations such as bad news disagreements apologies

and resignations tips on profiling the audience and public speaking to large or small groups

steps for being more influential and persuasive collaborating effectively with partners and

knowing when to stay silent dealing with differences coping with difficult people and identifying

one s own unique gifts and style

4 Acres

2004-08-07

the bajoria family was large but their house wasn t big enough to accommodate everyone

after the heads of the family brothers radheshyam and anand lose their legs in an accident all

hell breaks loose the family of 15 begins to crack as the brothers children start bickering

constantly that s when the daughter in law ria calls her brother ayushman to build a house for

her family as a young and handsome ayushman lands in kolkata from singapore he quickly

learns that he isn t the only architect in line for the project that s when he convinces his two

best friends biswajeet and jackie to join him on an adventure of building an architectural

marvel and exploring the riches of west bengal who finally gets to make a billionaire s house
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the three carefree and youthful boys or the architect tycoon mittal who s as sleazy as they

come

Avyakhyaam The Unexplainable

2015

sometimes eerie sometimes strange sometimes terrifying always unexplained yes the book

contains 61 short stories based on unexplanable phenomena so called avyakhyaam means

beyond explanation stories in the book based on bhoot black magic vastu quantum physics

time space science god etc all stories are fiction and handcrafted to rethink about events

scenarios places people about which we human are still not sure or not follow same thinking

but somehow make us excited whenever we have to hear face or observe them

Story-Wallah!

2021-01-27

recently south asian writers such as salman rushdie michael ondaatje rohinton mistry bharati

mukherjee jhumpa lahiri and monica ali have been dominating the world s literary scene

winning prestigious prizes and appearing on numerous bestseller lists and being hailed by

critics and readers worldwide yet never before has their work appeared together in an

anthology now for the first time the internationally heralded writer shyam selvadurai has

collected the very best of south asian short fiction in story wallah a remarkable anthology

showcasing 26 beautifully written stories whose memorable characters will remain with the

reader long after they have closed the pages of this book a wallah is a hawker or merchant in

story wallah some of the world s best fiction writers hawk their wares from different parts of

the south asian diaspora canada the united states britain guyana trinidad malaysia tanzania fiji

creating a virtual map of the world with their tales there is an eclectic quality to the way the

stories jostle up against each other life on a sugar plantation in trinidad next to the story of a

childhood in rural 1930 s australia a christmas in fiji next to the attempts by an indian family in
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south africa to arrange a marriage for their rebellious daughter a honeymoon in lush sri lanka

next to the trials of a bangladeshi refugee in england the result is a marvelous cacophony like

early morning at a south asian bazaar story wallah is essential reading for anyone with an

interest in south asian writers and the dynamic important tales they have to tell

There’s Another Way!

2019-03-18

short stories by the members of the association of writers and illustrators for children who

have addressed contemporary issues concerning children and teenagers

English Around Us - Work Book 5

2022-05-19

the workbooks are companion books to the readers the units in the readers correspond with

units in the workbook which are in the form of worksheets

Operation India One

2015-01-23

dedicated police officer acp gautam dhaliwal takes it upon himself to root out the maf a major

naxal organisation based in the remote village of bhagatpur bihar as part of the central

government backed operation india one however as his investigations progress he unmasks

the official façade of the model of development that he had set out to defend he is shocked to

learn about the ugly nexus of unscrupulous politicians bureaucrats and businessmen feeding

off the oppression of the underprivileged torn between hiscommitment to the indian state and

the sympathy he begins to feel for the distressed people of bhagatpur an agonised acp

dhaliwal is forced to rethink his earlier views on the meaning of an individual s responsibility

towards fellow countrymen
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Extra Ordinary

2015-01-09

each drop of water in a river star in a galaxy a leaf in a tree a cell in a body holds importance

in the same way the book highlights the stories of twelve ordinary people with a tinge of an

out of ordinary or unusual in their lives a thought can change perspective affect decisions and

determine the outcome of every situation the book emphasizes vivid thoughts feelings and life

experiences with which a reader can relate and which instigate many questions in mind

Who's Dead?

2018-03-19

every life is a story extraordinary stories of ordinary men and women they work in small

offices study in ordinary schools and do very ordinary things but their stories of love are far

beyond our imagination fate twists their life and brings them to unexpected crossroads what

separates them from the pack is the choice they exercise the grandmother at ramban and the

irish girl at rajasthan had one thing common their choice ammi at ladakh and the girl at delhi

had the same fate but different choices stories inspire all of us a routine life can be turned into

extraordinary by making the right choice this book is about all of us who have thousands of

stories to be woven in future and the choices that we will make

Making Play Just Right: Unleashing the Power of Play in

Occupational Therapy

2015-01-09

at the heart of making play just right unleashing the power of play in occupational therapy is

the belief that the most effective way to ensure pediatric occupational therapy is through

incorporating play the second edition is a unique resource on pediatric activity and therapy
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analysis for occupational therapists and students this text provides the background history

evidence and general knowledge needed to use a playful approach to pediatric occupational

therapy as well as the specific examples and recommendations needed to help therapists

adopt these strategies

The Forest Whisperings

2022-02-23

forgotten pieces of history can turn up in unexpected places and when that happens you have

an adventure of a lifetime deep inside a dense forest where sunlight hardly reaches the

ground brooding trees stand sentinal to remnants of a historical saga come join me in an

unknown realm of mystery and vice the adventure of seven youngsters when a series of

unexpected events carry them to a revelation will they make it back

Rapidex English Speaking Course (Telugu)

2021-01-22

a legendary language learning course undoubtedly rapidex english speaking course is the

only speaking course of its kind whose features can be described in superlative degree only it

has already benefited millions of readers across the country experts have unanimously

declared it as the best self study course perhaps that is the reason that for over 15 years it

has constantly been on the top of the best sellers list in the market what is the secret of its

great popularity maybe a no nonsense down to earth approach and a very scientific

methodology that takes into its account the special requirements of indian learners in any

case it is not just an another crash course that begins with a bang but ends with a whimper

rather its contents and subject matters have been specially designed to help a common man

achieve maximum command on the language in a very short time the most important part of

this self study course is confidence building measures because it has been found from the

long experience that biggest problem in the path of fluently speaking a foreign language is
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hesitation that arises out of lack of confidence many people who have good command over

the language and are well are of its grammar and composition can t speak the language

fluently why the answer is simple while speaking they try to construct a sentence in their

mother language and do the mental translation before uttering a single line this creates not

only confusion but utter chaos in their mind as a result they feel great hesitation to speak

simple sentences in some cases however the problem is more complex as they lack the basic

knowledge of the english language rapidex english speaking course takes care of both the

cases so what are you waiting for go ahead and discover the secret of fluency in english

speaking explore and develop your hidden potential and face the world with a new found

confidence and smartness only the sky should be your limit no matter which language you

know or speak be it hindi marathi gujarati tamil telegu assami oriya kannad punjabi bengali

nepali or urdu with the help of this book english will no more be a foreign language for you a

must for every indian home v spublishers

dsssb Trained Graduate Teacher Hindi

2022-01-06

dsssb trained graduate teacher hindi written exam has been designed to give the complete

coverage of the syllabus as per the exam pattern the syllabus in this book is divided into 6

units and further into chapters that help learners to understand each concept of each subject

easily theories and mcqs have been provided in the book is in a chapter wise manner in

which every concept doubt and query can be cleared simultaneously without putting any extra

efforts moreover due to this benefit candidates can do revision hand to hand the level of the

questions are according to the latest test pattern in this book solutions provided in this book is

written in a lucid form which is easy to understand by students and help them to learn the

answer writing skills
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The Odd Muslim

2015-10-21

the story begins in the spring of 2016 an act of vandalism has been perpetrated on a middle

aged muslim woman s home in a gated community in allentown pennsylvania the woman s

story is then told in flashback as she confides in her sympathetic neighbor about her days at a

state university in new jersey there in the year 2000 she meets an eclectic group of muslim

students socially awkward she has always felt like an outsider so she is ecstatic about joining

the group believing that the religious and cultural experiences she shares with these friends

will finally bring her acceptance however she soon realizes that she may be destined to feel

like an outsider even among people of her own religion after the tragic september 11 attacks

through self examination and service to others she eventually shrugs off her habit of self pity

and begins to develop self confidence but it is a hate fueled assault on a close muslim friend

that leads her to her true calling promoting tolerance

Spoken English For Odia Speakers

2018-01-11

in today s competitive world spoken english is considered as a passport for success in life the

craze for learning spoken english has led to the growth of coaching institutes all over the

country much as they may profess and advertise it is not really possible to learn any language

in 30 days a person who genuinely wants to learn the language needs to spend two to three

hours every day for at least five or six months before he or she would feel confident to

communicate in english the prime objective of this book is to encourage students to learn

english as a tool of communication and to enable them to understand the language thoroughly

the book basically takes off from the learner s point of view and guides them through

cooperative learning methods in order to help master the effective communication skills in

english the book has been divided into four convenient units of grammar pronunciation
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conversation and vocabulary each chapter covers one main area of learning english explained

with examples carefully selected and graded exercises have also been included throughout

the book to give readers ample practice and a complete understanding of the subject in short

the book follows the modern functional approach to the study of english so readers it is

definitely a one stop solution for speaking english v spublishers

Elite Novella

2022-11-11

elite novella is a house full of 28 writers who were filled with different emotions it s not merely

an anthology it s collaboration of short stories tied together on different themes the emotions

filled by the writers in their stories will force you to keep turning the pages to explore that

whats going to happen next a story is the telling of an event either true or fictional in such

way that it could express their feelings with the mixture of words and sentences

Howz Murder for an Experiment

two deaths in quick succession have disturbed the peace of ucmsr a medical research

institute located near a tribal belt disillusioned with his profession young anglo bengali forensic

pathologist ryan ray does an autopsy on a young man who is an activist medical student

allegedly killed by intentional medical negligence but can find nothing amiss ryan is catapulted

into an exciting investigation concerning fudging and corruption of clinical trials in an

investigation in the institute that proves to be a turning point in his life he stumbles upon two

other mysterious deaths and it seems someone is on a murder spree to preserve a secret

related to the clinical trials conducted at ucmsr the clinical trials are a tremendous money

spinner and the institute it seems will go to any length to keep them going with a dogged

inspector sen ryan tries to get to the centre of the web following a trail of fresh forensic

evidence which can stop these murders before it is too late for the murderer is clever and

fanatic who will stop at nothing
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Storylines - Telling Movies in Words

a man lives among eunuchs for the sake of his family a couple breaks the law to live a dream

a woman finds herself while helping others storylines telling movies in words is a collection of

seven such thoughtful and soul stirring tales that show how stories for films are actually born

Rama's Labyrinth

a weekend s engaging pursuit five stars david lloyd sutton san francisco book review

educated and inquisitive pandita ramabai was born in 1858 near gangamul in the western

ghat mountains of southern india the daughter of a sanskrit scholar she rose to become a

respected scholar herself in a time when women rarely held such positions but having lost

nearly everyone she loved to famine or cholera rama spent most of her life in search of a

community she could call home a widow and single mother she became a social activist and

reformer relentlessly advocating for the education of women and the care of india s many

poor widowed child brides rama s journey takes readers across british india to england and

america as this strong determined woman battles prejudice tradition and a male dominated

society to find justice for those with no voice or opportunity the pandita ramabai mukti mission

which she founded during a severe famine became home to thousands of outcast children

child widows orphans and other destitute women it is still active today as one of the world s

great unsung heroines pandita ramabai has been called one of india s greatest daughters

The Exile

ravindra is back and close to his dream of becoming the demon king ravana once and for all

unless vikram amanjit deepika and ras find their own powers evil will overwhelm the world

bollywood superstar sunita ashoka s reality show swayamvara live has ended in bloodshed

and disaster and vikram amanjit and rasita are on the run accused of her murder and just like
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the heroes of the ramayana they soon find themselves beset by the same perils as rama

laksmana and sita when an unexpected death forces vikram into the open they start to

despair but there is some hope amanjit s warrior skills are returning rasita is beginning to

remember her own past lives and deepika is awakening to terrifying new powers but the

enemy ravindra has also found allies the nightmarish rakshasa army memories and legends

are coming alive all over india the fight to the finish has begun david hair hasn t just broken

the mould he s completely shattered it bibliosanctum on the pyre

Tales in the City Volume IV

he told her about his city about its nooks and crooks and everything in between he told her

about its shattered windows and broken people about everything he loved and hated in it

sometimes when he was in a good mood nik told her about himself his beginnings and the

things he s done to climb to the top andrea tomić grad zvijeri
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